The Fischer-Tropsch (FT) process produces versatile final products comprising diverse mixtures of various hydrocarbons, and longer chain hydrocarbon products require further refining processes to obtain the desired product fractions. The hydrocracking reaction of paraffinic hydrocarbons has been intensively investigated from the experimental and theoretical perspectives in past studies. The objective of the study is to develop an alternative hydrocracking model by introducing a production distribution matrix that allows the treatment of cracking products as individual species (i.e., no lumping required) and also by taking into account the vapor-liquid equilibrium (VLE) of the cracking reaction system with the application of Raoult's law. Models in which the VLE was accounted for apparently produced better agreement between the experimental data and model outputs, and the use of the product distribution matrix was also effective for predicting the hydrocracking reaction. Further, the findings of this study indicated that Raoult's law was sufficient for predicting the product compositions. 
Introduction
The Fischer-Tropsch (FT) process converts syngas into paraffinic hydrocarbons with carbon chains corresponding to gases (typically ranging from C1 to C4), liquids (from C5 to C20), and waxes (C21+). For example, the present authors previously investigated the production of hydrocarbon liquid fuel from woody biomass using a bench scale biomassto-liquid (BTL) process 1) . The BTL process consisted of gasification, gas cleaning, the water-gas shift reaction, gas compression, and the FT synthesis reaction. Approximately 16 L per day, equivalent to 0.1 barrel per day, of hydrocarbon liquid fuel was produced from woody biomass 1) .
Longer chain hydrocarbon products of the FT synthesis reaction (e.g., waxes, C21+) require further refining processes to obtain the desired liquid product fractions. Thus, for the design of an efficient overall BTL process, a process model that correctly predicts the hydrocracking reaction of the FT product is vital.
The hydrocracking reaction of paraffinic hydrocarbons over bifunctional catalysts has been intensively investigated in experimental and theoretical studies. Pellegrini and coauthors 2) 3) developed a hydrocracking reactor model by using a lumped model in which the reaction products were lumped into groups of products based on the number of carbon chains. The lumped model is a simpler and easier approach, however, the lumping approach is correct only if all the components in the lump are at equilibrium 4) , and the kinetic coefficients often depend on the type of reactant mixtures and the reactor configurations 2) . In recent years, many authors have investigated the incorporation of the vapor-liquid equilibrium (VLE) into their FT and/ or hydrocracking models 5) ～ 9) , typically by applying the equation of state approach, in order to improve the model predictions.
The aim of this study is to model the hydrocracking process by introducing an alternative method, where the reactant/product components are treated as individual species (i.e., no lumping), and the VLE of the cracking products is taken into account by applying Raoult's law.
Methods

Hydrocracking test
The hydrocracking experiment was undertaken using a 75 mL autoclave. The Pt-loaded β-type zeolite prepared by the impregnation method was employed as a hydrocracking catalyst, since the catalyst produced a higher yield of corresponding jet fuel in hydrocracking of n-alkanes and the FT product in a previous study 10) . The Pt content was 0.5 wt%. As a feedstock, n-C36H74 (Sigma-Aldrich, referred to as C36 from this point onwards) was used. The catalyst (0.2 g) and feedstock (5 g) were charged into the autoclave. The reactor was filled with H2 (99.999%) to obtain the initial reactor pressure of 1 MPa and was then heated with an electric furnace under stirring at 300 rpm. The reaction temperature was varied as 250, 275, and 300 °C in order to determine the kinetic parameters required in the model. Here, the experimental data for the experiment at 250 °C was obtained from our previous study 10) . Therefore, the hydrocracking experiments at 275 and 30 0 °C were performed in the present study. The temperatures of the electric furnace and reactor and the inner pressure were recorded using a data acquisition system (NR-250, KEYENCE). The heating rate was approximately 4.2 °C/ min for all the experimental conditions. After the reaction, the reactor was removed from the electric furnace and cooled to room temperature with a fan. The gas phase in the reactor was collected in a gas collection bag through a wet gas meter (W-NKDa-0.5B, Shinagawa) using N2 (99.999%). The mixture of the product and catalyst was then collected in a sample tube with a pipette after opening the autoclave.
The product gas was analysed using gas chromatographs with a TCD (GC323, GL Sciences) and an FID (GC353B, GL Sciences). The product mixture collected from the reactor was dissolved in CCl4 (Sigma-Aldrich) and n-hexadecane (Tokyo Chemical Industry Co., Ltd.), respectively. 2-Methyl naphthalene (Tokyo Chemical Industry Co., Ltd.) was added to each solution as an internal standard material.
Hydrocarbons with carbon numbers greater than 5 were analyzed using a gas chromatograph with an FID (GC353B, GL Sciences).
The conversion of C36 (XC36) is defined as follows:
( 1) where MC36,in is the input mole number of C36 (mol), and MC36,out is the mole number of C36 in the product (mol).
The yield of product i on a carbon basis (Yi, i = C1-C8, C9-C15 (i.e. corresponding jet fuel), C16+, and C36) is defined as follows: (2) where Ci is the total carbon number of product i (mol),
and Cin is the total carbon number of the feedstock (mol).
Hydrocracking modeling
The hydrocracking of C36 was modeled as an isothermal and isobaric batch reactor process. Since the solid catalyst is suspended in the liquid phase, and reactants must be in contact with the catalyst to undergo the cracking reaction, it was assumed in this study that the hydrocracking reactions occur only in the liquid phase, and any components in the vapor phase do not undergo any further cracking reactions. Further, it was assumed that there was no mass transport limitation between gas and liquid phases 6) 11) .
The hydrocracking model proposed in this study consists of two units, i.e., the cracking unit and VLE unit, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . The cracking unit first calculates the conversion of C36 (XC36), and then calculates the product distribution of the converted/cracked C36 by utilizing a product distribution matrix (PD matrix). The use of the PD matrix allows for treatment of the cracking products as individual species, (i.e., no lumping is required). The output from the cracking unit is then sent to the VLE unit, where the flash calculation of the entire reactant/product species (i.e., C1 to C36) is undertaken to determine the VLE of the cracking reaction system. This completes one model calculation cycle, and this model calculation cycle continues for the duration of the reaction time, τ. It is important to note that species existing in the vapor phase, for example, at t = 1 are passed to the next VLE unit at t = 2 without being sent to the cracking unit at t = 2 (see Fig. 1 ) since components in the vapor phase were assumed not to undergo any further cracking reactions in this model. All calculations were undertaken by using MATLAB ® (R2014a).
Cracking unit
The cracking unit first calculates the conversion rate of C36 (rC36). The kinetic expression was determined from the experimental data for the temperature range of 250-300 °C (Section 2.1). Since the experimental reactor pressure was kept constant at the initial H2 pressure of 1 MPa in this study, the pressure term was omitted in the kinetic expression. Hence, rC36 is given in the form: T is the temperature (K),
YC36 is the yield of C36 on a carbon basis (-), n is the reaction order with respect to YC36.
The product distribution of cracked/converted C36 calculated from Eq. (3) was then computed by applying the production distribution matrix (PD matrix) in Table 1 .
RFi-i is the remaining fraction of species i as species i after cracking, and Fi-j is the fraction of species i becoming species j after cracking, given as: (4) i is the hydrocarbon species with carbon number i, and j is the hydrocarbon species with carbon number j ( j < i).
The value of RFi-i was determined by fitting the model to the experimental data by least-squares analysis.
The overall reaction equations are written as:
where YCn,t and YCn,t-1 are the yields of Cn species, [YC1, YC2,
YC3, …, Yi] (i = 36) at time t and t-1, respectively, and t is the elapsed reaction time (min).
It is noted that the time interval in the model calculation was preliminary examined, and the interval "minute" was found to be sufficient without any influence on the modeling results.
VLE unit
The VLE of the hydrocracking system was computed by flash calculation with Raoult's law;
where zi is the total mole fraction of species i in the product :
where Tr(i) and Pr(i) are the reduced temperature and pressure, defined as:
The vapor pressures of carbon species i, Pvi, is calculated from Fig. 1 Hydrocracking model consisting of cracking and VLE unit (PD matrix = production distribution matrix) Table 1 The production distribution matrix (PD matrix) 
Tr(i)
where Cn is the number of carbon atoms in the molecule, and P is the gauge pressure (Pa).
The critical temperature (Tc(i)), critical pressure (Pc(i)), and acentric factor (ω(i)) are calculated from ) (14) ω(i) = [ln (1 + 0.07281×Cn)]
1.17807 (15) By solving Eq. (7) for V/F, the mole fractions of species i in the liquid (xi) and vapor (yi) phases can be calculated from the following equations: (16) (17) 3. Results and discussion
Experimental
The experimental results of hydrocracking are summarized in Table 2 and Table 3 . Table 2 shows the experimental conversion of C36 (XC36) at 250, 275, and 300 °C as a function of reaction time. It is clear that the higher the reaction temperature, the faster the reaction and the higher the conversion of C36. For instance, the conversion of C36 at 300 °C at 16 min was 96.0%, while the conversion reached only 57.5% after 15 min when the reaction temperature was 250 °C. Table 3 summarizes the effects of the reaction temperature on the product distributions, reproduced from our previous study 10) (reaction time, τ = 60 min).
Based on the experimental data presented in Table   2 , the kinetic parameters for the C36 conversion rate (Eq.
(3)) were determined. Fig. 2 shows the Arrhenius plot of ln(k) versus 1/T. There was strong correlation between ln(k) and 1/T because the correlation coefficient was -0.9815. The resulting parameter values are summarized in Table 4 . The reaction order of YC36 was found to be the first order, and the activation energy was approximately 60 kJ/mol.
Hydrocracking modeling
The value of the remaining fraction (RFi-i) of the PD matrix was determined by fitting the hydrocracking model to the experimental data ( Table 2) . This agrees with the trend observed in Fig. 3 (a) , and these results may support the validity of the assumption utilized in this study that the hydrocracking reactions occur only in the liquid phase and components in the vapor phase do not undergo any further Herein, the proposed hydrocracking model correctly predicted the product compositions of the hydrocracking for n-C36H74. Based on this modeling method, the model is to be further modified to simulate the hydrocracking of FT product that is more complex feedstock mixtures. The authors previously reported the production of jet fuel via hydrocracking of the FT product generated from woody biomass through the operation of a bench-scale BTL plant 10) 15) 16) . With the improvement, the proposed hydrocracking model is anticipated to be able to be incorporated into an overall BTL process model, and to be utilized for the design of an efficient BTL process.
Conclusions
A hydrocracking model was developed by introducing a production distribution matrix which allows the treatment of cracking products as individual species (i.e., no lumping required), and also by taking into account the VLE of the hydrocracking reaction system with the application of Raoult's law. The results showed that accounting for the VLE produced better agreement between the experimental data and model outputs, and the use of the PD matrix was effective for predicting the hydrocracking reaction. Further, Raoult's law was found to be sufficient for predicting the product compositions in the hydrocracking reaction for the experimental conditions utilized in this study. 
